PowerOptimal financing options
See the benefits that PowerGuard could have on your business’s bottom line – but can’t afford the capital spend, or don’t have a capital
budget? We understand the financial constraints businesses experience. Contact us to discuss financing options, such as buying the
system on a hire purchase basis. Here’s how it works:

Putting the power back in your hands

In a nutshell:
After an assessment of your electricity use patterns, we do a cost-benefit analysis to determine whether the approximate savings you
will get with our PowerGuard solution will be worthwhile from a return-on-investment perspective.
If you decide to go ahead, you can buy the system on a hire purchase basis – with the monthly installment guaranteed to be lower
than the amount you will be saving on your electricity bill as a result of our technology.

Experts in smart power demand and
billing management solutions

The details:
How do we work out what your potential savings could be?
We review historical bills and energy use data (from at least one year back):
for accuracy / errors
to use as a baseline
We install a certified, calibrated smart meter (if you don’t have one already) to get actual usage
and demand readings
Using the above information we calculate your potential savings using the reduction in peak demand that can be achieved with our
technology compared to the baseline (kVA), and using the current peak demand charges.

Complete transparency
Monitor and verify your savings by accessing all the data on a user-friendly online interface.
If you agree to go ahead, we will discuss and agree upon any variations in power use at your facility upfront using an approach such
as the International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol. Such variations in power use could include, for example, the
installation of new energy-efficient equipment, or expansion of your existing operations.

Contact us to discuss a financing option that will work for you:

